Meet the beauty of water
The showering collection 2018

hansgrohe:
experience showers as
individual as you are
In over 140 countries worldwide, hansgrohe products have defined comfort and experience
through design in world renowned hotels, cruise ships, luxury yachts and homes since 1901.
We have helped reshape the modern bathroom since pioneering the hand shower in 1928.
Our visionary concepts have not only changed the look but also the whole culture of the bathroom.
Once you find our name, you’ll discover its presence in many of the finest bathrooms across the UK.
Excellence in everything
hansgrohe is synonymous with innovation, design and quality – this is our DNA. We lead the
market, not follow it and work closely with renowned designers from all over the world.
Our award-winning products are designed and engineered in Germany. Our philosophy
revolves around the creation of long-lasting and reliable products crafted with meticulous attention
to detail to deliver the highest levels of quality and function. But always with people and your
experience in mind.
See, touch, feel, believe
Great design in bathrooms is more than simply about appearance. It’s also about the
combination of function, performance and experience. To stimulate the senses, revive the body
and refresh the mind.
Throughout this brochure we encourage you to discover the hansgrohe products that best reflect
your tastes, style and desires. To help realise your own bathroom vision and create a showering
experience that is individual to you.
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hansgrohe: showering
perfection since 1901

Designed for life,
realised by Hansgrohe

With constant emphasis on higher standards, our visionary concepts
help make life in the bathroom easier, better and more beautiful.

At Hansgrohe our philosophy of design is integral to everything you
see and defines the standard to which others can only aspire.

Our determination to enhance the beauty of water and every aspect of your experience, knows no bounds.
That’s why hansgrohe has consistently led the way. A culture of innovation combined with brilliantly simple,
ultra-reliable technology ensures we create timeless and sophisticated products.

Bathrooms are living spaces where we can feel comfortable and cultivate our own individual style. With
Hansgrohe great design and maximum functionality go hand in hand. Our products are meticulously designed
and manufactured to make those living spaces more attractive, more comfortable and more exhilarating.

All over the world, hansgrohe is synonymous with durable quality products of exceptional design, ease of use
and intelligent functions. That’s why we deliver to more than 140 countries on every continent with nearly 30%
of sales revenue generated from new products no more than three years old.

Clever minds and new designs

Renowned engineering quality
Since 1901, ‘Engineered in Germany’ has been a recipe for success for Hansgrohe as a mixer and shower
manufacturer. Over 115 years since the company’s foundation, this level of German expertise is a guarantee
of excellence. Every Hansgrohe manufacturing facility works to the highest standards through continuous quality
management to ensure top performing products and service.
Our name is your guarantee
Always creating the highest quality products defines our approach to design, manufacturing and performance.
‘Made by Hansgrohe’ is your assurance of quality, backed by a five-year guarantee for repair, replacement or
refund if ever any of our products fail to fulfil those high expectations that attracted you to the Hansgrohe name.

All products carry
a minimum 5 year
manufacturing
guarantee.

Spare parts
held for 10 years
after product
discontinuation.

Working closely with a number of the world’s most influential designers, Hansgrohe leads the bathroom industry
in both aesthetics and performance. In our collaboration with such internationally recognised creative minds,
we empower, endow, direct and define global design. Our mixers, showers and shower systems have won more
than 500 internationally renowned awards and set multiple new trends.
iF design leader
When it comes to product and design quality, the Hansgrohe Group was ranked No 1 by the International
Forum Design (iF) in its sector. Awarded by independent judging panels, iF competitions are some of the most
prestigious and largest in the design world. More importantly, winning its acclamation on a regular basis
represents a seal of excellence, a testimony of quality and a symbol of trust for every Hansgrohe customer.
Hansgrohe Group currently ranks 6th among 2,000 listed companies. Outperforming famous brands such as
Audi, BMW and Apple and reconfirming the company’s leading position in the industry.
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We don’t just keep up with
technology - we pioneer it
Our innovative technologies are all about performance. To enhance
the beauty of water and every aspect of your enjoyment.
The icons below are here to introduce you to the latest Hansgrohe advances in technology. They are your guide
to discovering just how much we can enhance your life and how you can experience greater comfort and
enjoyment in the bathroom.
Select. Comfort and convenience right at your fingertips
A revolutionary control concept perfected in a timeless design, the unique hansgrohe Select
button on your shower or mixer can be used to vary spray patterns or control the flow of
water with a simple touch. As the technology behind Select is purely mechanical, you can
be confident of lasting reliability and ease of operation day in and day out.

EcoSmart. Less water, less energy, more enjoyment
A selection of hansgrohe mixers and showers are fitted with the EcoSmart technology this
reduces your water consumption by up to 60% without compromising on your showering
performance. Thanks to a sophisticated flow limiter, special jets and integrated aerator,
you will still enjoy a full, bubbling jet of water. So you use less water and less energy
to heat it.

QuickClean. Limescale simply rubbed off in an instant
With QuickClean technology, shower residues disappear in seconds with almost no effort.
All hansgrohe mixer aerators and shower jets are made out of specially developed silicon
so dirt and limescale can be rubbed off quickly and easily. Which means your shower
products stay looking good and working flawlessly for years to come.

iBox. The hidden magic behind every hansgrohe concealed shower
With the iBox universal, the mixer technology is concealed in the shower wall. You might
never see the brilliantly simple, ultra-reliable device that is literally behind your shower’s
superb performance. Creating more space, more freedom of movement and more planning
options in your bathroom, it is also easy to change or upgrade at any time.
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Experience the world
of comfort

Integrating technology
with innovative style

In over 140 countries globally, Hansgrohe has defined comfort
through design, reshaping the culture of the modern bathroom.

Dedicated to good design, our determination is always to utilise
technology to make showering an enduring pleasure.

All over the world, developers and investors work hand in hand with architects and planners on sophisticated
projects. They are constantly in need of intelligent and aesthetically appealing solutions for handling the
essential element water. Hansgrohe mixers and showers continue to define design and comfort in impressive
hotels and public buildings, in private residences, in exclusive sports clubs, cruise ships and luxury yachts.
You will find lots of other references on our website.
www.hansgrohe.co.uk/references

From the big picture to the smallest detail, our innovative solutions are created to enhance the beauty of
water, and every aspect of your experience. Use the Technology icons as a guide to help you select the
right mix of options for your bathroom.

1
St Pancreas
Renaissance
London
Architect:
Sir George
Gilbert Scott

2
Hotel
InterContinental
Slovenia
Architect:
OFIS Arhitekti

3
The Hari
London
Architect:
Tara Bernerd
& Partners

4
Hotel Excelsior
Dubrovnik
Architect:
BF Studio Zagreb

5
Privé at
Island Estates
Aventura, Florida
Architect:
Sieger Suarez

1

2

3

4

5

6

6
Axe Towers
Copenhagen
Architect:
Lundgaard &
Tranberg

One touch changes the
waterflow. The shower or spray
type can be switched on and
off or changed with a click.

Reduces the flow rate to save
water and energy. For longlasting
pleasure without compromising
on experience.

Remove limescale deposits
simply by rubbing the flexible
silicone jets.

Evenly distributes the water
over the large spray face
to envelope the whole body.

Combines water with a
generous amount of air. For
a soft, splash-free water spray
and rich, full shower drops.
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Concealed
Comfort and control
at your fingertips

Available in three
beautiful shapes.

Square

(with Select)

Concealed or exposed, our shower valves reflect the commitment
to choice that is the inherent characteristic of hansgrohe products.
Intuitive and user-friendly in three beautiful shapes, concealed valves allow you to vary the flow of water easily
and effortlessly while exposed valves are often the choice when there isn’t sufficient well depth. For your comfort
and safety, inside every valve is a hansgrohe thermostat. With our thermostatically controlled showers you can
preset your desired water temperature and it will maintain this throughout your shower.
Exafill bath filling without taps
For the bath inflow, waste and overflow, there is a modern hansgrohe alternative to the traditional set-up.

Soft Cube

The Exafill S unique RainFlow spray fills any bath smoothly and speedily and is never slowed by limescale
deposits, thanks to its ingeniously built-in QuickClean technology.

Round

Exposed
The finishing touches
To offer even more opportunity for personalisation, many of the products featured in this brochure are
available in either the signature hansgrohe chrome finish or the chrome and white finish at no additional cost.
While both stylish finishes are engineered to stand the test of time, the chrome and white finish is particularly
suited to hard water areas.

Shower valve

Bath/shower valve

Round showerhead
Shown in chrome finish

Soft Cube showerhead
Shown in chrome and white finish

Chrome finish
Our sophisticated, hansgrohe
style is always in fashion,
and engineered to stand the
test of time.

Chrome and white finish
Our contemporary style that’s
perfect for hard water areas
and made to last.
(Option available at no extra cost)
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Discover your perfect
shower configuration
Here’s how to choose the right hansgrohe products for the kind of space you want to create. After all,
your shower should be as individual as you are. Follow the four simple steps below to select and identify
the shower configuration you need to achieve the style and set-up you prefer together with the quality
performance and control you demand.

Step 1

Bath

Place of
installation

Step 2

Exposed

Step 3

Push Button (Select)
or Handles

Type of valve
installation

Type of valve
operation

Shower

Concealed

Exposed

Push Button (Select)
or Handles

Push Button (Select)
or Handles

(Round, Square or Soft Cube options)

Concealed

(Round, Square or Soft Cube options)

Push Button (Select)
or Handles

Step 4
Water outlet
combinations

Bath/shower valve
and hand shower
on slide rail

Exafill bath fill
and hand shower
on slide rail

Hand shower
on slide rail

Showerpipe

Hand shower
on slide rail

Hand shower
on slide rail and
overhead shower

Overhead shower
and hand shower
holder

Overhead shower
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Experience showering
like never before
Invigorating. Indulgent. Relaxing. Energising. Everyone has their own idea of the most rewarding
showering experience. Throughout this brochure the Spray Pattern icons shown will help navigate your
choice of hansgrohe shower that delivers the patterns of your choice from a brisk burst of freshness to
softly soothing massage.

Rain and Rain XL
Ideal for rinsing out shampoo quickly
and thoroughly.

RainAir
Air-enriched drops from a large, wide jet to wash
your cares away.

SoftRain
The gentle SoftRain water spray gently wraps itself
around the body. A treat for the skin – and for the soul.

IntenseRain
Invigorate your muscles and set yourself up for the day
with the powerful IntenseRain water spray.

TurboRain
The all-purpose tool for quick results: the revitalising
TurboRain spray lives up to its name.

WhirlAir
The concentrated WhirlAir spray simply massages
away the exertions of the day.

Massage
A concentrated spray, creating a wellness
treatment for the home bathroom.
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Concealed valve
with overhead
shower and
slide rail kit
Modernise your bathroom with these versatile shower solutions. Enjoy a
relaxing spa-like experience with air-enriched droplets falling from above.
Select controls make it easy to switch between hand and overhead
shower as well as change between the three spray modes. Easily set
your ideal temperature with the thermostatic control and safety stop.

Square Select valve with Raindance (300) overhead
and Select rail kit
88101005

£1,620
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Concealed valve with overhead shower
and slide rail kit
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and design solution
that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Square Select valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
and Select rail kit
88101005

£1,620

Round Select valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
and Select rail kit
88101006

£1,520

Square valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
and Select rail kit
88101004

£1,470

Round valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Air (240) overhead
88101003

£1,345

Soft Cube valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Air (240) overhead
88101002

£1,315

Round valve with
Croma Select (180) overhead
and rail kit
88101001

£1,112

Soft Cube valve with
Croma Select (180) overhead
and rail kit
88101000

£1,112
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Concealed valve
with overhead
shower and hand
shower holder
A modern bathroom for a lifetime of style and function with EcoSmart and
AirPower technology to save water and money. Air-enriched droplets from
a generous overhead shower offer a cascade of water. Silicone nozzles
simply rub clean of limescale, Select controls ensure ease of use and the
thermostatic control maintains safety and comfort.

Round Select valve with Raindance (240) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101013

£1,480
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Concealed valve with overhead shower
and hand shower holder
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and design solution
that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Square Select valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101012

£1,580

Round Select valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101013

£1,480

Square valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101011

£1,430

Round valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101010

£1,305

Soft Cube valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101009

£1,275

Round valve with
Croma Select (180) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101008

£1,150

Soft Cube valve with
Croma Select (180) overhead
and Baton hand shower
88101007

£1,150
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Concealed valve
with slide rail kit
From soft air-enriched droplets to a strong massage spray perfect for
rinsing out shampoo, this is the shower solution to keep everyone happy.
Simply switch between the three spray modes at the touch of a button
even with soapy hands. A thermostatic control with safety stop makes it
easy to set and maintain your ideal temperature.

Square valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101018

£795
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Concealed valve with
slide rail kit
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and
design solution that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Square Select valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101019

£940

Round Select valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101020

£940

Square valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101018

£795

Round valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101017

£780

Soft Cube valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
88101016

£780

Round valve with
Croma Select rail kit
88101015

£702

Soft Cube valve with
Croma Select rail kit
88101014

£702
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Concealed valve
with overhead
shower
Whether you prefer classic or modern, the circular design of this shower
pack will ensure you get the shower you deserve. The simple-to-use Select
button allows effortless switching between spray patterns whilst silicone
nozzles easily rub clean of limescale. Set your ideal temperature and
maintain it with the thermostatic control and safety stop.

Round valve with
Croma Select (180) overhead
88101022

£895
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Concealed valve with
overhead shower
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and
design solution that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Square Select valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
88101026

£1,310

Round Select valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
88101027

£1,210

Square valve with
Raindance (300) overhead
88101025

£1,165

Round valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
88101024

£1,050

Soft Cube valve with
Raindance (240) overhead
88101023

£1,020

Soft Cube valve with Croma
Select (180) overhead
88101021

£895

Round valve with Croma
Select (180) overhead
88101022

£895
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Concealed valve
with slide rail kit
and Exafill overflow
bath filler
Switch between bath or shower and adjust the temperature with a simple
twist of the handle on one neat control unit. A welcoming bath is speedily
but discreetly filled from the wide flood jet whilst the shower offers three
different spray patterns that are sure to keep the whole family happy.

Soft Cube valve with Croma Select
rail kit and Exafill
88101028

£1,065
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Concealed valve with slide rail kit
and Exafill overflow bath filler
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and design solution
that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Square Select valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101033

£1,319

Round Select valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101034

£1,319

Square valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101032

£1,169

Round valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101031

£1,144

Soft Cube valve with
Raindance Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101030

£1,144

Round valve with
Croma Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101029

£1,065

Soft Cube valve with
Croma Select rail kit
and Exafill
88101028

£1,065
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Exposed valve
with slide rail kit
From soft air-enriched droplets to a strong massage spray perfect for
rinsing out shampoo, this is the shower solution that keeps the whole
family happy. Simply switch between three spray modes at the touch
of a button - even with soapy hands - set and maintain your ideal
temperature with its thermostatic control with safety stop.

Round Raindance Select rail kit
with Select valve
88101040

£695
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Exposed valve with
slide rail kit
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and
design solution that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Round Raindance Select
rail kit with Select valve
88101040

£695

Soft Cube Raindance Select
rail kit with Select valve
88101039

£660

Round Raindance Select
rail kit with valve
88101038

£435

Soft Cube Raindance Select
rail kit with valve
88101037

£435

Round Croma Select
rail kit with valve
88101036

£320

Soft Cube Croma Select
rail kit with valve
88101035

£320
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Exposed
bath/shower valve
with slide rail kit
Create the perfect all-in-one shower solution with this exposed bath filler
with Select technology, partnered with this multi-function hand shower
to switch between the three spray modes. Go from shower to bath
at the touch of a button with its large coded symbols, using the handy
control dial to choose and set your ideal temperature for both the
shower and the bath.

Round Raindance Select rail kit
with Select bath/shower valve
88101044

£879
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Exposed bath/shower valve
with slide rail kit
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and
design solution that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Soft Cube Raindance
Select rail kit with Select
bath/shower valve
88101043

£879

Round Raindance
Select rail kit with Select
bath/shower valve
88101044

£879

Soft Cube Croma
Select rail kit with
bath/shower valve
88101041

£456

Round Croma
Select rail kit with
bath/shower valve
88101042

£456
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Showerpipes:
all-in-one shower
system
This Showerpipe offers a unique showering experience with a large spray
plate and generous flow of water to help you really relax. Switch between
overhead or multi-function hand shower with a push on the front-facing
button with its large coded symbols. With three spray modes available,
it’s your perfect all-in-one shower solution.

Soft Cube Raindance
Select 360 showerpipe
88101048

£1,720
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Showerpipes: all-in-one
shower system
Showers as individual as you are. Simply select a configuration and
design solution that is perfect for you.
All collections include necessary concealed working parts.

Soft Cube Raindance
Select 360 showerpipe
88101048

£1,720

Square Raindance 300
showerpipe
88101049

£1,570

Round Croma Select 280
showerpipe
88101046

£800

Round Raindance Select 240
showerpipe
88101047

£770

Round Croma 220
Showerpipe
88101045

£650
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Peace of mind from
installation to enjoyment

Gravity

COLD WATER TANK

Low Pressure - LP (0.2Bar)
• Cold water storage tank in the loft
• Hot water cylinder in property
• No shower pump installed
*All hansgrohe showers in this brochure require a pump if you have this system

HOT
WATER
CYLINDER

The quality engineering and attention to detail of every Hansgrohe
product ensures absolute ease of installation.
A passion for water and love of innovation means you can trust hansgrohe showering solutions to provide long
term performance and durability. Proven over generations, you will have a truly exceptional experience, every
time you shower.

Combination Boiler
Medium Pressure - MP (1Bar - 1.5Bar)*

Selecting the right products

• Combination boiler fitted providing hot water on demand

To discover which showering products will best deliver the exceptional showering experience you seek, it is
important to identify correctly the system that is installed in your home. If you are unsure of the system or the

• No storage tanks in property

water pressure it provides, please consult your professional installer.
Understanding your water system

• No shower pump installed
*Pressure is dependent upon the age and size of the combi boiler plus the
mains water pressure. A 28KW combi boiler will typically provide between
1Bar - 1.5Bar pressure.

COMBI
BOILER

Identifying the water pressure provided by your plumbing system will allow you to choose a showering product
designed to work most efficiently within its parameters. Water pressure is the term used to describe the strength
of the water flow through a pipe and is measured in bars.
Installation

Pump Assisted

Understanding your system’s ability to deliver water is essential in order to match your chosen showering
solution’s performance. A qualified installer will have the knowledge and experience to help you achieve your
desired result with the reassurance of exceptional performance in the years ahead.

High Pressure - MP - HP (1.5 - 4Bar)
• Booster pump installed

COLD WATER TANK

When the gravity of water exceeds 0.61pm, this is known as ‘Positive Head’
(ie. when a shower head is positioned below the cold water storage tank). In this
situation a standard shower pump can be used. Please note, with the exception of
the select valves, these require a universal pump.

Service and maintenance
Every Hansgrohe product provides the added reassurance of a 5-year guarantee with the availability of
spare parts also guaranteed for ten years. All products professionally installed are designed to be serviced
if necessary in situ.
HOT
WATER
CYLINDER

PUMP

Whilst, a ‘Negative Head’ condition is when the gravity of water is less than 0.61pm
(i.e. when a shower head is positioned above the cold water storage tank, e.g. in a
loft conversion). In these conditions a universal head pump must be used. Please note,
a Universal shower pump will work in both positive and universal head conditions.
(i.e. where the shower head is either above or below the cold water storage tank).
The correct pump will allow you to use any of the products featured this brochure.

Mains High Pressure
High Pressure - HP (1 - 3Bar)
• Unvented cylinder with an expansion cylinder
• No cold water storage tank in the loft
• Stored hot water
SYSTEM
BOILER

• Balanced Pressure

UNVENTED
PRESSURISED
CYLINDER

• Limited to Mains Pressure
EXPANSION
VESSEL

For technical enquiries, our experts will be happy to assist you with their extensive knowledge of the entire
hansgrohe product range. Service and replacement parts are delivered in the fastest possible manner.
Service hours:
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm
Trade Helpline: 01372 472077
Enquiries: customerservices@hansgrohe.co.uk

Hansgrohe Limited - Units D1 and D2 - Sandown Industrial Park
Esher - Surrey - KT10 8BL - Telephone 01372 465655
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